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New at Summit Racing Equipment: Champion Filtration Products

Summit Racing now carries Champion Filtration Products--a comprehensive line of oil filters,
cabin filters, and air intake filters for vintage and late model cars, trucks, and SUVs.

Tallmadge, OH (PRWEB) August 01, 2016 -- Summit Racing now carries Champion Filtration Products--a
comprehensive line of oil filters, cabin filters, and air intake filters for vintage and late model cars, trucks, and
SUVs.

Champion Oil Filters provide advanced protection to extend engine life and improve performance. They use a
micronic filtration media that boasts 99 percent efficiency, which delivers excellent oil flow to promote
superior engine protection. Each filter has a synthetic anti-drainback valve to keep oil in the engine after
shutdown. This protects vital engine parts during cold starts. A rigid filter core prevents failure, even if the oil
pressure spikes dramatically. Champion oil filters meet or exceed the OE specs and are fully air tested to
eliminate leaks. They are compatible with both synthetic and conventional oils.

As a critical line of defense against engine contaminants, Champion Air Filters prevent harmful particles from
getting into an engine. The highly efficient filtering media and optimized pleat count ensures excellent airflow.
This results in improved engine performance and horsepower. A urethane gasket seals tight against the
vehicle’s OE filter housing for a factory fit and function.

Champion Cabin Air Filters make sure that a vehicle’s passengers enjoy clean, fresh air. They remove 98
percent of airborne contaminants commonly found in a vehicle’s heating, A/C, and ventilation system—stuff
like pollen, dust, and dirt. Champion cabin filters are also quite good at removing odors, which makes them a
great choice for vehicles that carry pets (or teenagers). Champion recommends changing cabin air filters once a
year or every 12,000 miles.

Summit Racing carriers Champion oil filters, cabin filters, and air intake filters for over 100 vehicle
applications.
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Contact Information
Alan Rebescher
Summit Racing Equipment
+1 (330) 630-0270 Ext: 7406

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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